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EU targets
NGAN deployment and financing
Governments initiatives

Regulatory issues in NGANs
A focus: transition from the “old” legacy network to
NGN and acces remedies
Radio Spectrum for broadband in EU

Digital dividend auctions
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The EU Fixed Broadband Market



Broadband penetration drives 
competitiveness and growth

A 10% increase in the broadband penetration rate results in 1-1.5% increase in 
annual GDP per-capita. Faster broadband = higher GDP growth. (Czernich et al. - EJ, 
2011)
Still, the EU is lagging behind in high speed broadband infrastructure investments.



High speed connections in Europe
(Source: Digital Agenda Scorecard, June 2012)



NGAs take up in Europe
(Source: Digital Agenda Scorecard, June 2012)



Digital Agenda: the EU target

20202013
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National targets
(source: Cullen International, 2012)



State aids for NGN deployment
(Source: Digital Agenda Scorecard, June 2012)



EU Financing for Broadband
Estimated cost: €38-58 billion for 30Mbps full coverage 
by 2020 

€181 – 268 billion to provide coverage so that 50% 
households are on 100Mbps services

EU financing for BB in 2007-2013 - €2.3 billion national 
and sub-national public funding

Revised Broadband State aid guidelines
New Commission initiative - Connecting Europe 
Facility



The Role of the State
(source: Cullen International, 2012)



Government Interventions
All over Europe Governments generally intervene only in providing
funds for deployment NGNs in white/grey areas.

In some countries through Private-Public Partnerships (Greece), or 
deploying of passive infrastructure (civil works, ducts ..; France and 
Germany); or though competitive procedures or tenders (Spain, 
Sweden); or through a private consortium (Thales in UK).

No direct intervention in NGN through a Government Business 
Enterprise, as in Australia
A mixed case in Italy: 

Metroweb (partially controlled by a government investment bank –
Cassa Depositi e Prestiti) will deploy its own NGA network (FTTH) in 30 
big cities (4.5€ billions in 8 years). Deployment of 28.000 km of fiber
optic cables.
These cities (Rome, Milan, Turin, Florence, Naples, Bologna ..) cover 
approximately the 20% of entire population
Incentives – and Government support - for a cooperation with Telecom 
Italia (the incumbent operator) in the deployment of a single (mixed
owned) infrastructure



Government Intervention in Italy

 30 Target cities Italy % over Italy 
Population 10.700 59.949 18% 
Residential building 701 11.236 6% 
Families 4.695 24.803 19% 
Companies 922 4.689 20% 

 



Regulatory framework for NGANs



How to ensure investments in fast and 
ultra-fast Internet access?

Increase regulatory certainty and consistency across 
Europe

Stimulate demand for high bandwidths

Provide for sufficient spectrum

Facilitate financing

Lower deployment costs



Recommendation on 
Next Generation Access Networks 

Sets out a common EU regulatory approach 
for access to new high-speed fibre networks.

Soft law - NRAs obliged to take «utmost 
account» of the Recommendation. Any 
departures from the Recommendation need 
to be justified 



NGA Recommendation - Main features

• Recognise co-investment schemes between 
operators in order to diversify the investment 
risk, which can lead to a relaxation of ex ante
regulation

• Cost-orientation remains the rule but NRAs
can grant a risk premium when setting 
regulated ex ante access prices

• To enhance regulatory credibility:
• Recommendation on costing methodologies for key wholesale 

access prices ⇒ problem of transition!

• Recommendation on non-discrimination remedies including 
functional separation



NGAs remedies in selected EU countries
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Investment in NGAN and the Transition
from Copper to Fibre



Migration to NGAs

Coexistence between legacy networks and NGNs: the transition from
copper to fiber will go slowly and this creates rooms for regulatory
intervention (art. 40, EU NGN Recommendation)

The regulatory framework will therefore affect investment in NGNs
through two different channels:

Regulation of access to NGNs
... but also: regulation of access on the legacy “copper” network

Huge policy discussions in Europe (Plum, 2011, for ETNO; WIK, 
2011, for ECTA). EU Commission is going to take its final decision ….

In Bourreau, Cambini and Dogan (2011 Harvard Wp; 2012)’s papers
we analyzed:

The impact of access rules on “old” copper network on NGAs deployment
the “interplay” between access regulation on the “old” copper network and 
the “new” NGN network.



Economic incentives for migration
(Bourreau, Cambini and Dogan, 2011)

Three effects at work that affect investment incentives:
Replacement effect: if the access charge on old network is high 
(low), lower (higher) opportunity cost of investing, hence higher
(lower) incentives to invest for entrant in the NGN (=> Arrow, 
1962)
Wholesale revenue effect: if the incumbent invests in a higher
quality network, the entrant will invest in reaction, and the 
incumbent will then lose some wholesale profits; the higher
wholesale profits are, the lower the incumbent’s incentives to
switch
Retail migration effect: when the access price of the legacy
network is low, the retail prices for the services on this network 
are low too, hence, in order to encourage customers to switch
from the old network to the new network, operators should also
offer low prices, reducing the profitability of the new technology
infrastructure, and the incentives to invest in it



Main Results
(Bourreau, Cambini and Dogan, 2011 & 2012)

These effects calls for different solutions:
Replacement effect. Solution = ↑ access charge
Wholesale revenue effect. Solution = ↓ access charge.
Retail migration effect. Solution = ↑ access charge.

Bottom line: ambiguous effect of access charge on the legacy network on 
investment incentives

From the regulator’s point of view:
Conflict between investment incentives and static efficiency in 
uncovered areas
Conflict between incumbent’s investment incentives and entrant’s 
investment incentives
Introducing a geographically different OGN access prices for uncovered 
areas and partially covered areas (i.e., with a single NGN) solves some 
of these conflicts, but not all.



Interplay between Old and New Infrastructures
Regulatory perspective:

Interdependency of access rules
When the incumbent has larger NGN coverage than the entrant, 
positive correlation between access charges: the lower the access 
charge on the “old” network, the lower the access charge for NGN 
should be to have migration at the wholesale level.
When the entrant has larger NGN coverage than the incumbent, 
given the relative advantage the incumbent enjoys for controlling
the old technology, a low access price on the old network is
needed to “level” the playing field in the uncovered areas, but also
set a higher access price on the NGN infrastructure controlled by
the entrant in order to incentivize investment by both the entrant
and the incumbent (negative correlation)
This calls for a sort of “asymmetric” access regulation



Recent EU decision on 
Migration& Cost Methodologies

On July 12th European Commission took a 
decision that closely follows our analysis:
1) Reinforce the equivalence of inputs obligation (non 

discriminatory rule)
2) Access price on the copper network (LLU) should

remain stable over time (i.e. no wholesale charge
reduction to foster investment, as required by
entrants)

3) More flexibility on access charge obligation on NGAs: 
no strict cost orientation remedies for access to fiber



Spectrum Management and 
Harmonization in EU



Radio Spectrum and Broadband in EU

Milestone: EC Decision 2007/344/EC on harmonised availability of 
information regarding spectrum use in the Community 

The EU Regulatory Framework includes provisions on: 
Technology and service neutrality
Review of restrictions on existing rights
Harmonised tradability etc.

A significant amount of spectrum has been made available for
electronic communications services in several Member States in 
2011, thus contributing to the roll-out of mobile broadband networks. 
In line with the Digital Agenda objectives to ensure spectrum for
wireless broadband, a significant part of national spectrum
strategies are being harmonised thanks to the final approval of the 
Radio Spectrum Policy Programme (RSPP) in February 2012. 



Digital Dividend in EU
Following the German auction of 2010, in 2011 the authorisation
process of this band has been carried out, in line with previous
plans, in Spain, France, Italy, Portugal and Sweden. 
The completion of the process by 2012 is planned in Austria, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Ireland, The Netherlands, Romania, United
Kingdom. 
In several other Member States, however, there are not yet concrete 
deadlines for this assignment (such as in Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, 
Estonia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Latvia, Malta, Slovenia) or this is
foreseen after 1 January 2013 (such as in 2013 in Greece, Finland, 
Poland; 2014, in Hungary), due to difficulties in the switch off of 
digital terrestrial broadcasting and/or in the international
coordination. 
The assignment of frequencies below 1GHz has been often coupled
with specific coverage requirements aiming at bridging the digital
divide of rural areas (such as in France, Germany and Italy), as well
as with frequency caps.



Digital Dividend in EU
(Source: Cullen International, 2012)



Alternative regulatory instruments for 
Spectrum: 

Administrative Incentive Prices (AIP)

Developed mainly in the UK
Reflects the opportunity-cost
More efficient allocation of spectrum (though less efficient than 
market mechanisms like auctions or trading)

⇒ If a certain frequency's AIP seems too high, the company holding
those frequencies might be encouraged to relinquish them, which 
could then be put into the market and assigned to a company able to 
use them more efficiently –presumably willing to pay more for them  
Frequencies valorization
Push for innovation and incentive for  the creation of new standards
Increase in the Public revenues
Extraction of part of the rents from operators



Opportunity-cost evaluation

It refers to the opportunity-cost calculated observing how the 
interchangeability of a complementary production resource changes 
in response to a modification in the use of a marginal portion of 
spectrum
Calculated as the cost difference that an operator would have to
sustain in case the access to the spectrum changes
These costs depend on the type of application and technology used, 
and are equivalent to the minimum estimated cost for the provision 
of the service by using the most economical alternative available. 



DVB-T: A comparison with UK’s studies
(source: Cambini and Garelli, 2011, Telecommunications Policy)
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Conclusions

NGN deployment in EU:
Attempt to create an harmonized regulatory framework, but very
heterogenous situation
Need of “new rules” for new networks
Maybe adopt a “trial and error process” … it creates uncertainty, 
but spurs the adoption ahead!

Spectrum Management in EU:
It is more harmonized now, but still a lot of spectrum in the hands
of broadcasters and Public Agencies (Ministry of defense …)
AIP as an intermediary (regulatory) step
Need to “force” the allocation of more spectrum (around
700MHz, as required by ITU) to mobile broadband to avoid the 
spectrum crunch treat !


